
Erin,
It would be an understatement to just say thank you. Words cannot describe our gratitude.  
When Brandon and I became engaged in August 2014, I already knew the first step was 
contacting Erin even with the wedding two years away in July 2016. I had been drawn to 
her beautiful work for quite some time and knew I wanted Erin and no one else! We were 
even willing to change our date to make it happen!
We are so grateful to have Erin for our special day. Erin, you were well organized, 
professional, vibrant and went above and beyond our expectations. Our wedding was July 
31st, 2016 at Sea Cider in Victoria. I knew instantly we made the right choice contacting 
Erin. She hadn’t worked that venue before but went and scoped everything out well before 
the big day. If that isn’t dedication and passion for what you do I don’t know what is! Erin 
had everything planned out and we didn’t have to worry!The attention to detail that Erin 
has is exceptional. Sometimes getting caught up in the chaos and excitement of the day 
makes it hard to remember all of the special little moments but Erin made sure we wouldn’t 
forget with her attention to detail capturing all of the raw emotion and every aspect of the 
day. We couldn’t have asked for anyone better!   
As others have stated, Erin’s pictures speak for themselves. We love looking at our photos 
and are instantly brought back to the wonderful memories. The variety and emotions of the 
shots is something truly amazing and special. Erin knows exactly the right angles and 
ways to capture beautiful moments. The day of the wedding Erin even found an old ladder 
and lugged it around the orchard to get the best shots! Erin was also able to manage our 
somewhat large… 20 person wedding party. Erin knew when to lay down the law and at 
the same time keep everyone laughing and having fun. 
Erin, Brandon and I are so thankful and blessed to have worked with you. Not only are you 
an amazing photographer but a wonderful human being inside and out. Thank YOU for 
being awesome and for the wonderful photos we will cherish forever. We look forward to 
our next adventure with you!                       Xo Taylor and Brandon
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